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bach tv stand

bach  COFFEE TABLE

The wide top surface of this plasma TV 
stand makes it ideally suited for show-
casing a freestanding wide screen 
plasma or LCD television, while the 
combination of open storage, cabinets 
and drawer gives you plenty of room 
for media devices and game consoles. 
Constructed of sturdy rubber wood, 
this piece holds up well to everyday 
wear and tear. Complete your living 
room ambiance with the addition of the 
Classic and elegant Bach Plasma TV 
Stand.

This Bach Coffee Table is sturdy in con-
struction with a traditional finish. The 
wide top surface of this coffee table 
makes it the center of attraction, while 
the combination of open bottom shelf. 
Constructed of sturdy veneer wood, this 
piece holds up well to everyday wear 
and tear. Complete your living room 
ambiance with the addition of the Clas-
sic and elegant Bach Plasma TV Stand.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

wood
Stained, Wood Finish

wood
Stained, Wood Finish

1200 × 700 × 480 mm
dimensions

1 Drawer
STORAGE

glass design 
Glass Door

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions
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rhossili  tv stand 

rhossili  coffee TABLE

This Rhossili Plasma TV Stand is sturdy 
in construction with a traditional finish. 
Rhossili Plasma TV Stand features two 
glass doors and one drawers for plenty 
of space to store your things.

The wide top surface of this plasma 
TV stand makes it ideally suited for 
showcasing a freestanding wide screen 
plasma or LCD television, while the 
combination of open storage, cabinets 
and drawer gives you plenty of room 
for media devices and game consoles. 
Constructed of sturdy veneer wood, this 
piece holds up well to everyday wear 
and tear. 

Hand-Carved Class. Revel in the 
intricate details of the Rhossili Coffee 
Table, the refined sensibility of which 
is ideal for a traditional living room. 
Beveled carvings add hand-rendered 
character, and drawers on either side 
offer convenience & splendid visual 
interest. The wide top surface of this 
coffee table makes it ideally suited for 
the center of your living room, while the 
combination of open storage and 
drawer gives you plenty of room for 
your remotes or magazines. 
Constructed of sturdy veneer wood, 
this piece holds up well to everyday 
wear and tear. Complete your living 
room ambiance with the addition of the 
Classic and elegant Rhossili Coffee 
Table.

wood
Dark Walnut Finish

2 Glass doors
glass design

drawer
2 Drawer

1 Drawer
STORAGE

wood
Dark Walnut Finish

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

1200 × 730 × 490 mm
dimensions
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sono tv stand

sono  COFFEE TABLE

This Sono Plasma TV Stand is sturdy 
in construction with a modern veneer 
wood finish. Sono Plasma TV Stand 
features a unique design with a drawer. 
The wide top surface of this plasma TV 
stand makes it ideally suited for show-
casing a freestanding wide screen plas-
ma or LCD television, while the com-
bination of open storage and drawer 
gives you plenty of room for media de-
vices and game consoles. Constructed 
of sturdy veneer wood, this piece holds 
up well to everyday wear and tear.

This Sono Coffee Table is sturdy in 
construction with a traditional finish. 
The wide top surface of this coffee ta-
ble makes it the center of attraction, 
while the combination of the open bot-
tom shelf. Constructed of sturdy veneer 
wood, this piece holds up well to every-
day wear and tear. Complete your living 
room ambiance with the addition of the 
classic and elegant Sono Coffee Table.

1650 × 400 × 580 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

1200 × 700 × 480 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

Large open shelve & 1 Drawer
STORAGE

1 Drawer
STORAGE

1 Drawer
storage
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tiffany  tv stand 

tiffany coffee TABLE

This Tiffany Plasma TV Stand is sturdy 
in construction with a traditional finish. 
Tiffany Plasma TV Stand features cup-
board doors and 2 open shelves. The 
wide top surface of this plasma TV stand 
makes it ideally suited for showcasing 
a freestanding wide screen plasma or 
LCD television, while the combination 
of open storage and cabinets gives you 
plenty of room for media devices and 
game consoles. Constructed of sturdy 
veneer wood, this piece holds up well 
to everyday wear and tear. Complete 
your living room ambiance with the ad-
dition of the Classic and elegant Tiffany 
Plasma TV Stand.

With dark finishes and a rich contem-
porary design, the Tiffany coffee table 
collection offers a unique style that 
is sure to enhance the living space 
of any home decor. The birch veneer 
is beautifully bathed in a dark brown 
finish flowing smoothly over the ample 
storage space and working doors that 
perfectly capture the essence of con-
temporary styling. Accent your living 
room with the contemporary style of 
the Tiffany Coffee Table collection.

1800 × 550 × 600 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

2 doors, 2 shelving
storage

2 doors, 1 shelve
storage

1370 × 900 × 490 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish
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luna coffee TABLE

urban  COFFEE TABLE

With modern features and robust lines, 
the Luna Coffee Table will bring a new 
look to your living room, giving more 
style to the environment. With it you 
will leave the most elegant place, pro-
viding magazines and books for visits 
or that decoration in your glass top or 
even in the spaces below.

Made of 100% MDF with parts of 45 
and 25 mm thick, in addition to the 8 
mm glass top, ensuring resistance to 
this mobile imposing and elegant ap-
pearance. From modern to classic en-
vironments, the Luna Coffee Table will 
be the perfect addition to your living 
room.

The Urban Coffee Table is a modern 
combination of glass and wood that 
will give any lounge room a lift. Home 
assembly is required for the Urban 
Coffee Table using our easy to follow 
how-to guide that you will receive on 
delivery.

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions

glass design 
Tempered glass

Open base shelve
storage

wood
100% MDP

glass design 
Tempered glass top
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charlston  tv stand 

charlston coffee TABLE
Enhance your living space with the 
Charlston coffee table, and save space 
at the same time. Thanks to the cof-
fee table’s two side cupboards and 
open-space shelf at the bottom, you 
can easily organize your unused pe-
ripherals such as books, magazines 
and more. The furniture’s rectangular 
shape also helps it to fit perfectly any-
where in your room.

2 doors, 1 large shelving
storage

1370 x 900 x 490 cm
dimensions

wood
Veneer finish

Charlston Plasma TV Stand in a black 
grain finish having just purchased your 
dream large flat screen TV – you need 
the perfect solid wood plasma TV stand 
to enhance your viewing pleasure. 
This plasma tv stand is perfectly sized 
for TV’s up to 65 inches. The Charlston 
Plasma TV Stand has a two glass side 
cabinet on the left, CD/DVD storage 
drawer in the center and two shelves 
on the right which allow plenty of stor-
age and space for all your media and 
gaming devices. The unit features cord 
management cutouts for easy installa-
tion of TV and media components.

1800 × 550 × 650 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer finish

2 shelves, 2 doors
storage
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Side pillars in an espresso finish 
combine with black silkscreen glass 
shelves to give this Nexter Coffee Ta-
ble a chic, upscale look, which comple-
ments modern decor. Clean lines and 
round corners add to the contemporary 
appeal.

wood
Laminated, wood finish

3  open shelving
storage

Create a sleek media center in your 
home with this Nexter Plasma TV 
Stand. Side pillars in a espresso finish 
combine with black silkscreen glass 
shelves to give this TV stand a chic, 
upscale look, which complements 
modern decor. Clean lines and round 
corners add to the contemporary 
appeal.

The generous width accommodates 
televisions up to 60 inches in size, and 
sturdy construction enables the stand 
to safely support up to 60kg. Two 
full-width tempered glass shelves 
provide room for your cable box, DVD 
player or stereo equipment, and the 
open-back design keeps the 
equipment from overheating.

Tempered glass finish
glass design

wood
Laminated, Wood finish

Tempered glass finish
glass design

1500 × 400 × 510 mm
dimensions

1200 × 600 × 400 mm
dimensions

Nexter tv stand

Nexter  COFFEE TABLE
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CLEARVIEW  tv stand 

CLEARVIEW coffee TABLE

Complement your glass furniture, 
or start a whole new glass furniture 
collection. Sure to hold anything that 
you lay its way, this Clearview Plasma 
TV Stand  will add class and moder-
nity to your any room. With the built in 
wooden shelf, you can not only hold 
your TV, but also your DVD player, or 
favorite gaming system.

Adorn your home with a sleek, shiny 
and sophisticated touch with this 
Clearview Coffee Table. Its transpar-
ent top surface and wooden shelf give 
that floating illusion. It brings interest 
to your room without adding visual 
clutter.

1500 × 400 × 500 mm
dimensions

15mm Tempered glass
glass design

Open wooden shelve
storage

1200 x 600 x 450 mm
dimensions

Tempered glass
glass design

Large wooden shelve
storage
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camilla tv stand

camilla  COFFEE TABLE

What better way to make a style state-
ment than with this sophisticated grey 
Camilla Plasma TV Stand ? The rich 
grey wood effect and eye-catching leg 
detail raise the style stakes without 
overpowering the room. The durable 
rich, warm wood hides plenty of space 
to store your media devices and clutter, 
so you won’t miss any celebrity antics 
looking for the remote. And, while spill-
ages can be unavoidable with a young 
family, and easy to clean surface 
means that you’ll enjoy more dramas 
and fewer crises.

What better way to make a style state-
ment than with this sophisticated grey 
Camilla Coffee Table? The rich grey 
wood effect and eye-catching leg de-
tail raise the style stakes without over-
powering the room. Stand it on a light 
patterned rug and pair it with a decora-
tive vase for an elegant, self-assured 
look that will turn your living room into 
a stylish retreat.

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

wood
Natural grey wooden effect 
finish

wood
Natural grey wooden effect 
finish

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions
2 doors, 1 Shelve
storage

2 Doors, 2 Drawers, 4 Shelves
Storage
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CARBON coffee TABLE

Baxton coffee TABLE

Add sophistication to your sitting area 
with the Carbon Coffee Table. Two 
shelves and Four glass door cabinets 
create storage for the items you want 
to display as well as the items you 
want to hide.  The square design of this 
sleek furniture piece provides a gener-
ous table surface, so you can enjoy TV 
dinners in comfort and host guests in 
style.

The Baxton Coffee Table combines 
modern design with timeless function-
ality. A glossy white and brown finish, A 
clear tempered glass center shelf, cre-
ating a mirrored illusion for a distinc-
tive, ultramodern appearance.

1200 x 600 x 400 mm
dimensions

wood
Brown & white wood design

GLASS DESIGN
Open glass shelf underneath

1370 x 900 x 520
dimensions

wood
Stained, Veneer Finish

2 shelving, 4 cabinets
storage
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HARPER tv stand

HARPER  COFFEE TABLE

Featuring an light wood finish, stylish 
yet functional shelves with two glass 
doors revealing four shelves and 
two side cabinets with wood doors 
for wonderful display, this Harper TV 
Stand helps you save space yet pro-
vide abundant storage options. Sim-
ple designed base for stability, metal 
knobs/ handles on doors to help open 
and close smoothly, the Harper TV 
Stand will be a great addition to your 
home. The TV console, fits up to 75″ 
flat screen TV, is designed to allow for 
efficient and convenient storage for all 
your media needs. Made in Malaysia, 
To clean, wipe with a dry cloth.

Harper Coffee Table features an 
elegant and simple design that 
complements its rectangular shape 
beautifully. Contemporary and chic, 
this table sports an understated 
elegance that’s perfect for any design 
aesthetic. Impress friends and family 
with the impressive presence of this 
exceptional vortex coffee table.

1800 × 420 × 560 mm
dimensions

wood
Chipboard, Laminated

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

wood
Chipboard, Laminated

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions
Open shelving undernath
storage
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SUNSET tv stand

SUNSET  COFFEE TABLE

Perfect for a living room or home the-
ater, this Sunset Plasma TV Stand of-
fers contemporary style and spacious 
storage for your home. Two center 
drawers offer convenient space for 
controllers, remotes, and media orga-
nization.  Black glass top, the stand 
features a sleek modern design to en-
hance any decor.

Perfect for a living room, this Sunset 
Coffee Table offers contemporary style 
and spacious center piece for your 
home. One center drawer offer con-
venient space for controllers, remotes, 
and media organization.  Black glass 
top, the stand features a sleek modern 
design to enhance any decor.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

1990 x 390 x 470 mm
dimensions

wood
Made of MDF, laminated 

wood
Made of MDF

1290 × 690 × 470 mm
dimensions
1 drawer
storage

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered glass

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered glass
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SCHUMAN  TV STAND

SCHUMAN coffee TABLE

This Schumann Plasma TV Stand is 
sturdy in construction with contem-
porary finish. Schumann Plasma TV 
Stand features two doors and one 
drawer for plenty of space to store 
your things. The wide top surface of 
this plasma TV stand makes it ideally 
suited for showcasing a freestanding 
wide screen plasma or LCD television, 
while the combination of open 
storage, cabinets and drawer gives 
you plenty of room for media devices 
and game consoles. Constructed of 
sturdy veneer wood, this piece holds 
up well to everyday wear and tear. 
Complete your living room ambiance 
with the addition of the Schumann 
Plasma TV Stand.

A modern, yet elegant Schumann Cof-
fee Table with a side drawer finished 
off with chrome handles and white ex-
teriors. The Schumann Coffee Table is 
built with veneer wood.

1370 × 900 × 490 mm
dimensions

wood
Two Tone – White base and 
Dark walnut finished top

2 Open shelving
storage

1600 × 400 × 610 mm
dimensions

wood
Two Tone – White base and 
Dark walnut finished top

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

1 Drawer, 2 Cabinets
STORAGE
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LOFT tv stand

LOFT COFFEE TABLE

The Loft Plasma TV Stand is both 
beautiful and practical. Featuring a dis-
tressed wood-look finish for an earthy, 
natural look, it will add character and 
style to any living room. There’s plen-
ty of space for remotes, cables and 
DVDs. Two spacious cupboards with 
adjustable shelves, make great stor-
age for DVDs and the generously 
sized top can easily accommodate a 
large flat-screen TV.

The Loft Coffee Table is both beautiful 
and practical. Featuring a distressed 
wood-look finish for an earthy, natu-
ral look, it will add character and style 
to any living room. There’s plenty of 
room to store and access books and 
magazines on the two open shelves 
while the deep, wide drawer provides 
a spacious home for messy remotes, 
cables and DVDs, keeping your living 
room clutter-free.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

1500 × 400 × 550 mm
dimensions

wood
Particle board, laminated

wood
Particle board, laminated

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions
1 Deep drawer
storage

2 cabinets, 2 Shelves
storage
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KATRINA  TV STAND

KATRINA coffee TABLE

The durable rich, warm wood has plen-
ty of space to store your media devic-
es and clutter, so you won’t miss any 
celebrity antics looking for the remote. 
And, while spillages can be unavoid-
able with a young family, and easy to 
clean surface means that you’ll enjoy 
more dramas and fewer crises.

The Katrina Coffee Table is perfect 
for any modern space. The tempered 
glass sides catches the eye and 
makes this table a sparkling addi-
tion to any room. The espresso and 
sonoma oak finish accents gives this 
coffee table a contemporary style sure 
to complement any room’s decor.

1200 X 600 X 450 mm
dimensions

wood
Particle board, laminated

1510 × 450 × 670 mm
dimensions

wood
Particle board, laminated

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered Glass 

2 cabinets, 1 Drawer
storage
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BIANCA tv stand

BIANCA COFFEE TABLE

With two generous cupboards and two 
shelves, the Bianca Plasma TV Stand 
offers a sleek storage solution for your 
media player and DVD collection. 
Sleek lines, smooth surfaces, frosted 
glass doors and pewter finished legs 
combine to create a chic style. Max-
imum TV size recommended for this 
unit is 50″ or 111cm.

The Bianca coffee table, with its 
smooth, frosted glass top and smart 
silver feet, looks great and provides 
a practical solution to living room 
clutter. Two shelves provide space to 
keep books, magazines and remote 
controls tucked away but within easy 
reach.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 50 inches

devices

1400 x 390 × 490 mm
dimensions

wood
Particle board, laminated

wood
Particle board, laminated

1200 × 800 × 420 mm
dimensions

2 Open shelves
storage

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered frosted glass

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered frosted glass top
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pRINSTON  TV STAND

PRINSTON coffee TABLE

The Prinston Plasma TV Stand offers a 
warm yet modern design that goes well 
with many decor styles. Gorgeously 
crafted of veneer with an dark finish, 
this tv stand features plenty of storage 
such as a full-length shelf with 4 glass 
doors on each side, making it perfect 
for media components. The four (4) 
side cabinets offer ample storage for 
media accessories, books, CDs, and 
remotes. Pass-through holes neatly 
route wires and cables while providing 
ventilation for components. The Prin-
ston is available as a TV stand that will 
hold up to 80” TVs.

Give your living room a touch of class 
with the Prinston coffee table. The 
traditional design and walnut stain 
finish make this table a warm and 
understated addition to your home. 
The lower shelf is perfect for storage 
and can be used to hold any number 
of books, magazines or assorted 
items you need to keep close at hand. 
The solid MDF construction ensures 
that you can enjoy this table for years 
to come.

1980 × 600 × 630 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

4 Glass doors
glass design

2 Shelves
STORAGE

1360 × 800 × 540 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

4 Glass doors
glass design

4 doors, 2 Shelves
STORAGE
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Braga tv stand

Braga COFFEE TABLE

Putting a contemporary twist on 
mid-century modern styles, this Braga 
Plasma TV Stand mixed media look 
is sure to grab glances! 2 tone finish, 
it pairs a manufactured wood body 
with glass accents and a clean-lined 
silhouette.

Putting a contemporary twist on 
mid-century modern styles, this Braga 
Coffee Table mixed media look is sure 
to grab glances! 2 tone finish, it pairs 
a manufactured wood body with glass 
accents and a clean-lined silhouette.

1700 × 400 × 440 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer

Accommodates devices of up 
to 55 inches

devices

wood
Veneer

1200 × 600 × 440 mm
dimensions

GLASS DESIGN
Clear glass shelves

GLASS DESIGN
Clear glass top
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avalon  TV STAND

Avalon coffee TABLE

This Avalon Plasma TV Stand is sturdy 
in construction with a traditional finish. 
Featuring three drawers for plenty of 
space to store your things. and a wide 
top surface of this plasma TV stand 
makes it ideally suited for showcasing 
a freestanding wide screen plasma or 
LCD television, while the combination 
of open storage gives you plenty of 
room for media devices and game con-
soles. Constructed of sturdy veneer 
wood, this piece holds up well to ev-
eryday wear and tear. Complete your 
living room ambiance with the addition 
of the Classic and elegant Avalon Plas-
ma TV Stand.

Hand-Carved Class. Revel in the 
intricate details of the Avalon Coffee 
Table, the refined sensibility of which 
is ideal for a traditional living room. 
The wide top surface of this coffee 
table makes it ideally suited for the 
center of your living room, while the 
combination of open storage gives 
you plenty of room for your remotes 
or magazines. Constructed of sturdy 
veneer wood, this piece holds up well 
to everyday wear and tear. Complete 
your living room ambiance with the 
addition of the Classic and elegant 
Avalon Coffee Table.

1200 × 800 × 480 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

Open shelve underneath
storage

1800 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

3 Drawers
storage
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jalange Server Table

jalange COFFEE TABLE

The Jalange Server Table will leave 
your dining space with a distinct and 
modern look and offers the comfort 
and durability that your family needs. 
Environmentally conscious and ab-
solutely stunning, the exquisite rus-
tic wood grain is elegantly revealed 
through a light or dark cherry finish.

The Jalange Coffee Table Stand will 
leave your leaving room with a dis-
tinct and modern look and offers the 
comfort and durability that your family 
needs. Environmentally conscious and 
absolutely stunning, the exquisite solid 
rustic wood grain is elegantly revealed 
through a light or dark cherry finish. 
You will love the long-lasting beauty of 
the Jalange Dining Room Table as you 
gather around with friends and family 
to make memories.

1000 x 450 x 790mm
dimensions

wood
100% MDF

wood
100% MDF

1200 × 600 × 470 mm
dimensions

2 Drawers
storage
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upton tv stand/ server table

upton COFFEE TABLE

The perfect mix of sleek looks and cos-
mopolitan sophistication, this striking 
Upton Plasma TV Stand is the defini-
tion of less-is-more looks. Featuring a 
curvy, rectangular silhouette and spa-
cious open design, this table is per-
fectly at home in a mid century modern 
apartment, Available in 2 colours and 
glass details offer an updated and in-
dustrial-chic twist to the piece.

The perfect mix of sleek looks and 
cosmopolitan sophistication, this 
striking Upton Coffee Table is the 
definition of less-is-more looks. 
Featuring a curvy, rectangular silhou-
ette and spacious open design, this 
table is perfectly at home in a mid 
century modern apartment, Available 
in 2 colours and glass details offer an 
updated and industrial-chic twist to the 

Accommodates devices of up 
to 50 inches

devices

1114 × 400 × 750 mm
dimensions

wood
Light and Dark

wood
Light and Dark

1114 × 600 × 400 mm
dimensions
Open shelving
storage

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered Glass

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered Glass
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upton  side table
The perfect mix of sleek looks and 
cosmopolitan sophistication, this strik-
ing Upton Side Table is the definition of 
less-is-more looks. Featuring a curvy, 
rectangular silhouette and spacious 
open design, this table is perfectly at 
home in a mid century modern apart-
ment, Available in 2 colours and glass 
details offer an updated and industri-
al-chic twist to the piece.

600 × 600 × 400 mm
dimensions
wood
Light and Dark

crest coffee table
Adorn your home with a sleek, shiny 
and sophisticated touch with this Crest 
Coffee Table. Its transparent top sur-
face allow the beauty of your flooring 
to show through. It brings interest to 
your room without adding visual clut-
ter. Rectangular and streamlined, the 
table sits low to the floor.

2 Drawer, big shelve
storage

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered glass
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MONTEREY tv stand

MONTEREY COFFEE TABLE

The Monterey Plasma TV Stand is 
sturdy in construction with a traditional 
finish with two glass doors and one 
drawers for plenty of space to store 
your things. The wide top surface of 
this plasma TV stand makes it ideally 
suited for showcasing a freestanding 
wide screen plasma or LCD television, 
while the combination of open stor-
age, cabinets and drawer gives you 
plenty of room for media devices and 
game consoles. Constructed of sturdy 
veneer wood, this piece holds up well 
to everyday wear and tear. Complete 
your living room ambiance with the 
addition of the Classic and elegant 
Monterey Plasma TV Stand.

Hand-Carved Class. Revel in the in-
tricate details of the Monterey Coffee 
Table, the refined sensibility of which 
is ideal for a traditional living room. 
Beveled carvings add hand-rendered 
character, and drawers on either side 
offer convenience & splendid visual 
interest. The wide top surface of this 
coffee table makes it ideally suited for 
the center of your living room, while 
the combination of open storage and 
drawer gives you plenty of room for 
your remotes or magazines. Con-
structed of sturdy veneer wood, this 
piece holds up well to everyday wear 
and tear. Complete your living room 
ambiance with the addition of the 
Classic and elegant Monterey Coffee 
Table.

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer wood grain

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

wood
Veneer wood grain

1200 × 700 × 480 mm
dimensions
1 Drawer, Large shelve
storage

2 Cabinet, 1 Drawer 
storage
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mONTEREY SIDE TABLE

FLORENCE tv stand

With curved corners and straight lines, 
the rich contemporary design of the 
Monterey Side Table adds a grand 
sense of sophistication that is sure to 
enhance any home’s decor. The rus-
tic beauty of the veneer is bathed in 
a dark brown stained finish giving this 
collection a warm inviting atmosphere 
perfect for any living environment.

The Florence Plasma TV Stand offers 
a warm yet modern design that goes 
well with many decor styles. Gorgeously 
crafted of veneer with a dark finish, this tv 
stand features plenty of storage such as 
a full-length shelf with 2 wooden cabinets 
on each side, making it perfect for media 
components.

2 doors, 1 shelve, 1 Drawer
storage

1700 × 400 × 700 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer Finish

550 × 550 × 500 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer wood grain

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices
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rio tv stand

rio COFFEE TABLE

With sharp corners and straight lines, 
the rich contemporary design of the 
Rio Plasma TV Stand collection adds 
a grand sense of sophistication that is 
sure to enhance any home’s decor. The 
rustic beauty of the veneer is bathed in 
a dark brown stained finish giving this 
collection a warm inviting atmosphere 
perfect for any living environment.

With a clean straight-lined design and 
sharp styled corners, this table take 
to the best of contemporary beauty to 
create this radiant furniture. Style any 
home with the refreshing look of the 
Rio Plasma TV Stand.

The rustic beauty of the veneer is 
bathed in a dark brown stained finish 
giving this collection a warm inviting 
atmosphere perfect for any living en-
vironment. With sharp corners and 
straight lines, the rich contemporary 
design of the Rio coffee table collec-
tion adds a grand sense of sophistica-
tion that is sure to enhance any home’s 
decor.

A clean straight-lined design and sharp 
styled corners, this table take to the 
best of contemporary beauty to create 
this radiant furniture. Style any home 
with the refreshing look of the Rio cof-
fee table.

1600 × 400 × 540 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer finish

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

wood
Veneer finish

1200 × 800 × 420 mm
dimensions
GLASS DESIGN
Square center glass

2 Cabinets
storage
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rio  side table

COMO COFFEE TABLE

With sharp corners and straight lines, 
the rich contemporary design of the 
Rio Side Table adds a grand sense of 
sophistication that is sure to enhance 
any home’s decor. The rustic beauty of 
the veneer is bathed in a dark brown 
stained finish giving this collection a 
warm inviting atmosphere perfect for 
any living environment.

Is seating ensemble feeling empty? 
Try a coffee table! Not only do they an-
chor your space, but they offer room 
to stage a display and serve up trays 
of treats when you find yourself enter-
taining. This one, for example, boasts 
a contemporary appearance, its solid 
and manufactured wood frame takes 
on a clean-lined geometric silhouette 
with a dark finish.

wood
Veneer finish

1200 x 800 x 450
dimensions
Open shelve
storage

wood
Veneer finish

600 x 600 x 420
dimensions
GLASS DESIGN
Square center glass
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angal tv stand

angal COFFEE TABLE

Complete your living room with this 
contemporary Angal Plasma TV Stand. 
The curved wood bases feature unique 
cut-outs and are finished with tem-
pered glass table top.

Complete your living room with this 
contemporary Angal Coffee Table. The 
curved wood bases feature unique cut-
outs and are finished with tempered 
glass table tops.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 50 inches

devices

800 × 500 × 1200 mm
dimensions

wood
Wood look base finish

wood
Wood look base finish

1200 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions
Glass shelve underneath
storage
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angal  side table
Complete your living room with this 
contemporary Angal Side Table. The 
curved wood bases feature unique cut-
outs and are finished with tempered 
glass table top.

600 × 600 × 450 mm
dimensions

wood
Wood look base finish

Glass shelve underneath
storage

COMO tv stand
The Como Plasma TV Stand is sturdy 
in construction with a contemporary 
finish. Featuring two drawers for plen-
ty of space to store your things and 
a wide top surface of this plasma TV 
stand makes it ideally suited for show-
casing a freestanding wide screen 
plasma or LCD television, while the 
combination of open storage gives you 
plenty of room for media devices and 
game consoles. Constructed of sturdy 
veneer wood, this piece holds up well 
to everyday wear and tear. Complete 
your living room ambiance with the ad-
dition of the Classic and elegant Como 
Plasma TV Stand.

Accommodates devices of up 
to 60 inches

devices

1600 × 400 × 520 mm
dimensions

wood
Veneer finish
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JUPITER tv stand

JUPITER  COFFEE TABLE

If you’re looking for a simple, yet beau-
tiful for your living room, the Jupiter 
Plasma TV Stand is the perfect solu-
tion to finding the elegant piece you de-
sire. With Victorian style legs and sleek 
birch veneer, solid wood, and MDF 
construction with a black ink finish, 
the Jupiter is designed to have years 
of lasting beauty, and is even more 
complete with two charming draw-
er. Whether it’s for books or a coffee 
cup, this traditional and chic plasma tv 
stand does the trick to make your room 
classier and give you even more table 
space.

If you’re looking for a simple, yet beau-
tiful surface for any occasion, the Jupi-
ter Coffee Table is the perfect solution 
to finding the elegant piece you desire. 
With Victorian style legs and sleek 
birch veneer, solid wood, and MDF 
construction with a black ink finish, 
the Jupiter is designed to have years 
of lasting beauty, and is even more 
complete with two charming draw-
er. Whether it’s for books or a coffee 
cup, this traditional and chic coffee ta-
ble does the trick to make your room 
classier and give you even more table 
space.

1360 × 500 × 610 mm
dimensions

wood
solid wood, MDF, birch 
veneers, and plywood

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

1370 × 910 × 400 mm
dimensions
2 Drawers
storage

wood
solid wood, MDF, birch 
veneers

2 Drawers
storage
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JUPITER  Coffee table
Complete the look of your living space 
with the Jupiter Glass Swivel Coffee 
Table. This elegant piece features 
tubular steel posts and Melamine 
base giving you many years of use 
and a 12 mm clear tempered glass 
with pencil edge.

SWIVAL
360 degrees

Tubular steel posts
sTEEL

crest TV STAND
Adorn your home with a sleek, shiny 
and sophisticated touch with this Crest 
Plasma TV Stand. Its transparent top 
surface allow the beauty of your floor-
ing to show through. It brings interest 
to your room without adding visual clut-
ter. Rectangular and streamlined, the 
TV stand sits low to the floor.

2 Drawer, big shelve
storage

1500 × 400 × 500 mm
dimensions

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered glass

GLASS DESIGN
Tempered glass top
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jalange tv stand
The Jalange Plasma TV Stand will 
leave your living room with a distinct 
and modern look. Environmentally 
conscious and absolutely stunning, the 
exquisite rustic wood grain is elegantly 
revealed through a light or dark cherry 
finish.

1600 x 500 x 590
dimensions

Accommodates devices of up 
to 65 inches

devices

4 Shelves
storage

wood
100% MDF


